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ABSTRACT

We cannot transport ourselves back to the past, but what we can do is to revisit the 
unfathomable words of wisdom through study and can have insights into why some 
famous juristic minds made some proclamations and how they apply to our 
day-to-day life. The wisdom that some legal jargons contain can by far change our 
perceptions on law, on justice, on lawyers, on judges and even on the whole concept 
of the ultimate purposes of law and justice. Legal jargons, in most of the cases, are 
related to the experience and profound thinking and they are also the mixture of 
acumen, foresight, experience, intelligence, judgment, knowledge, poise, prudence, 
sanity, astuteness, circumspection, clear thinking, good judgment, axiom and philos-
ophy. Legal jargons testify in the first place general distrust of layman to the lawyers, 
judges, even on the law itself and the great body of legal jargons presents an unflat-
tering picture of law and the lawyers themselves. This study is an attempt to discov-
er the application of some of the popular legal jargons in the contemporary legal 
context of Bangladesh. At the same time, this article also tries to remove some of the 
misconceptions about law and lawyers which are backed by the legal jargons in the 
present-day perspective of Bangladesh.
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1. INTRODUCTION

 Legal jargons are trinkets of wisdom and the symbol of pleasant deep 
knowledge. They are coined in invaluable order to pass on knowledge to us and 
they are reflections of great truth with lots of expertise and profound thinking. 
Legal jargons not argue over a point or explain anything; these just attract, heart and 
mind in a very unique way to prepare us to make ourselves a good professionals.

 There are assortments of legal jargons which have helped us strikingly to 
shape our juristic minds. Most legal jargons are anonymous and true in different 
contexts. However, there are some proverbs which can be challenged such as “A 
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lawyer is the host and humanity is the guest” or “Lawyers are lairs.” Legal jargons 
can be the friendly philosopher and a guide for those who strive for the higher 
purposes of law. They, in fact, influence us in many ways and impact on us as 
professional of diverse law related activities.

 Legal jargons have a great impact on the minds of mass people to think and 
understand what does law really is for and what it ought to be. A tiny legal proverb 
can make us and people in general to   understand the truest purposes of law. Obvi-
ously, it is a matter of fact that no one should take all the legal jargons blindly. In 
many cases, the language of legal jargons is simple but scenic. 

 One point that attracts attention to kill a misconception is undoubtedly, as 
good a service as, and sometimes even better than, the establishment of new truth or 
fact. There are much misconceptions regarding law and lawyers in contemporary 
context of Bangladesh and some legal jargons have helped largely to spread out 
these fallacies. 

 In the distinctive anthologies of legal jargons one may find the reflection of 
almost every aspect of legal practices and traditions with many of the Latin maxims 
paralleled in the homely wisdom of folk. There are numeral proverbs which typify 
the law itself and its practitioners. Some legal jargons give us, in uncomplicated and 
unswerving stipulations, a fascinating picture of law and the lawyers as viewed by 
the plain man through the ages.

 There is no doubt that proverbs will survive for many centuries to come and 
they will keep on shedding light to warn us against pitfalls and hint us the better 
way to legality. Generally, using better legal jargons can help the students of law, 
teachers, lawyers, judges feel more confident and comfortable in their professional 
activities than the outsiders. 

 This study challenges many of the traditional assumptions about lawyers, 
the relationship between lawyers and their clients, the ways in which the confusions 
and misconceptions arose, nurtured, and some observations in the contemporary 
legal context of Bangladesh. Lawyers have always been claiming an instrumental in 
law. In recent decades, the increasing misconceptions have led the promising 
youngster lawyers and graduates of law in Bangladesh in a great dilemma whether 
they should adhere to their long cherished dream profession or shift to other profes-
sions beyond law and thus this article tends to be motivational to the youngsters of 
legal professions who are fighting for their professional dignity. 
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2. LEGAL PROVERBIAL DISSERTATION 

 The inimitable linguistic outline of the legal jargons is unwavering because 
they are static and they have been put out in these varieties for cohorts after cohorts. 
The origins of legal jargons are usually marked out, among others, observations of 
legendary judges’ experiences, legal trends, judicial activities as well as dissenting 
opinions in same issues etc. Examining such a thesis calls for a legal, political, social, 
contextual, circumstantial oriented tool because it recognizes the significance of 
language in the enactment of law in the political, circumstantial and social contexts 
and setting.

 The themes of legal proverbial distinctiveness emanating from legal and 
social aspects have focused on many aspects, such as, the role of the lawyers and 
their clients, the role of the judges and interaction with lawyers. Some of the prov-
erbs are used as the basis of analyses because they determine the concept about the 
lawyer vis-à-vis the roles assigned to the lawyers in legal arena. These legal jargons 
themselves were collected from various sources, e.g., books, journals, articles, 
reliable websites etc.

3. METHODOLOGY

 This is an illustrative and methodical research based on the application of 
some legal jargons related to lawyers in the contemporary legal context of Bangla-
desh. For these purposes, it is essential to go throughout the proverbial point of 
views related with lawyers, law and justice. Importance has been given to under-
stand the origin of the proverbs as well as famous sayings related with lawyers and 
their ultimate causes to come into effect as a matter of prevailing aspects. This article 
is mainly based on secondary sources like books, journals and websites. In addition, 
this work provides a cavernous critical analysis. For sorting out the origin of legal 
jargons related to lawyers, this research has particularly accentuated on the books 
and journals which are published under the supervision of various Bar Associations 
of different countries, e.g. the USA , the UK , France , Germany etc . 

4. LAWYERS IN PROVERBIAL DISCLOSURE

 The archetypal compilation of legal jargons has the reflections of almost 
every aspect of legal practice. In fact, there are number of proverbs which exemplify 
the law itself and its practitioners. Such proverbs give us, in straightforward terms, 
an attractive representation of the lawyers as viewed by the plain man of clothes 
throughout the ages. A recollection and contemplations of these proverbs may 
further one’s boundaries of knowledge engaged in legal profession vis-a-vis 
engaged in many other professions.
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 Many legal jargons which praise the impartiality or even-handed justice of 
the law, seem to be, as rule, translations of Latin sayings, or at least may be traced 
back to the roman maxims. The great body of legal jargons, on the other hand, 
presents an unflattering picture of the law and lawyers. Many of them testify in the 
first place the layman’s general distrust on law.

4.1 Unearthing the mysteries behind the Popular Legal Jargons in legal context of 
Bangladesh

4.1.1 Unprofessionalism and Lawyers

“Now we got a lawyer, we got civilization, which I understand to mean that a man 
has a chance to get rich without working.”1 This satirical saying is largely believed 
in the contemporary context of Bangladesh. It is a deeply rooted belief of many 
people of Bangladesh that the lawyers hardly know laws and they charge their 
clients only by giving vague assurance of justice.  It is also a popular conviction 
against the lawyers that they are storytellers and by telling hazy stories, they earn a 
lot “Good trial lawyers are like writers with heavily plotted stories and sharply 
defined characters. They lay out each detail precisely to create an illusion of seam-
less inevitability, leaving no room for doubt, no possibility for an alternate ending.”2 

 A number of famous legal sayings have pointed out the unprofessionalism 
of the lawyers and nowadays these sayings are acknowledged as reality among the 
clients of most of the lawyers in Bangladesh, e.g., “I have never met a litigator who 
didn’t think he was winning right up until the moment the guillotine dropped.”3  
The common conception of the people about the lawyers is that the lawyers want to 
win their cases by any means and “the trouble with lawyers is that they convince 
themselves that their clients are right.”4   

 Lawyers in Bangladesh are found to convince their clients to sue where 
there is no need at all to file cases. This is horrifying for the overall integrity of the 
lawyers’ community in Bangladesh. “The extent to which lawyers have lost our 
sense of professionalism is precisely the extent to which we have lost our focus on 
our duties to others and on serving their best interests and, not coincidentally, to the 
meaning and satisfaction of our vocations as lawyers. The less we dwell on others 
and the more we serve ourselves, the weaker do our bonds of professionalism 
become.”5   

 Especially, the lawyers of Bangladesh are very self-centred as claimed by 
their clients and they are not accountable to anyone in their financial dealings. It is 
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actually a sheer violation of professionalism that almost all the lawyers of Bangla-
desh never give any money receipt after taking their fees from their clients. “The 
dealing between the lawyers and the clients is almost all the same like the bargain-
ing of the fish markets.”6 Taking money and giving no receipt is an indication of 
absolute unprofessionalism and to some extent unethical. 

 The lawyers in most of the countries have no way to show this sort of 
unprofessionalism as it is strictly a violation of professional ethics of the lawyers. 
Paying fees hand to hand without documentation is beyond imagination in most of 
the legally advanced countries such as the UK, the USA, France, Germany, Japan, 
Australia, Canada and many others.7  

 In Bangladesh, the lawyers most of the time pretend to be right. Sometimes, 
some covetous lawyers want their clients to disseminate deceptions in suits and in 
the courtrooms.  It is a grave misconduct and fundamental unprofessionalism. 
Some of the advocates in our country more often forget that their role surpasses 
mere clients’ satisfaction or just earning name and fame. Advocates dwell in a 
unique place in the society of Bangladesh that should make them obliged to a large 
number of stakeholders in the socio-economic aspect. The client’s desires and 
requests do not trump all other commitments. 

 Some lawyers in Bangladesh are found to file a meritless motion to debar 
opposing counsel, a pointless motion to dismiss, or a motion to change forum. 
Preparing the motion takes time. This has the effect and often the purpose of 
increasing the fees that the lawyer will bill and receive from his client. The meritless 
motion forces the other side’s lawyer to respond in kind, filing opposition papers, 
doing legal research, and perhaps preparing for and attending an oral argument on 
the matter. The fees incurred by both clients are substantially increased, the motion 
is denied and ironically, both lawyers knew it would be, and the case is no closer to 
being resolved. Both lawyers receive a windfall at the expense of their clients in the 
form of more hours billed and collected and thus the lawyers lost the respect from 
their clients forever. 

 We need to mention here that the lawyers are not single-handedly responsi-
ble for these sorts of meritless motions. In theory, this sort of conduct is deterred by 
the courts of Bangladesh providing sanctions and other discipline against lawyers 
who file frivolous motions. In practice, however, courts of Bangladesh are over-
whelmed with wasteful motion practice and other unprofessional conduct, and the 
possibility of sanctions only adds to the legal bill. Courts once in a blue moon award 
sanctions against lawyers for filing frivolous motions. Especially, lower courts will 
naturally chalk up a meritless case to “enthusiastic advocacy” and reject the invita-
tion to award sanctions against the lawyers. 
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 Some clients in Bangladesh argue that the courts favour the lawyers as 
lawyers are the officers to the courts. The authors of this article do not agree with 
this proposition. In numerous cases, the sanctions motion is usually denied after 
both sides brief the issue, and a sanctions hearing becomes apparent where both 
sides present evidence. Unfortunately, again in this process, the costs of the litiga-
tion on both sides rise dramatically as both sides strike out the sanctions motion, 
again the case is no closer to being resolved, and again each lawyer receives a wind-
fall at the expense of their helpless clients. This motionless continuation of law suits 
is the most common practices in Bangladesh and one of the worst reasons for the 
declining acceptance of the legal profession. 

 A lawyer owes a number of duties to his or her clients, who seek help to get 
many facts and rules to be sorted out in concerned cases. Proper representation in 
hearing before the court, fair handling, maintaining transparency, timely work, 
clear and sufficient communication, respect, fair billing, good counselling, listening, 
diligent record keeping, avoiding conflicts of interest, and the proper fiduciary care 
of client funds and assets are just a few of the duties towards clients. A serious ques-
tion, which is mysterious and unresolved, is “Do the lawyers of Bangladesh really 
care for their duties toward clients or the causes of justice?” 

 Like many other developing countries, lawyers of Bangladesh are duty 
bound to overcome the accusation of unprofessionalism. To become clean from 
such accusation, proper display of professional integrity and serving in multi facet 
ways are expected from the lawyers and everybody connected with the legal institu-
tions. The unique position advocates assume in the society of Bangladesh should 
make them answerable to a variety of stakeholders. An advocate owes duties to 
clients, courts, opposing counsel, opposing parties, and the wider community as 
well as the whole nation. Above all, along with those external duties, an advocate 
owes a duty to himself. Managing and fulfilling many duties of an advocate can be 
challenging. This is particularly true in the contemporary context of Bangladesh 
where a fast-payed changing society and an increasingly competitive and commer-
cialized environment places added demands on advocates. 

 The Bangladesh Legal Practitioner’s and Bar Council Order, 1972 governs 
the conduct of advocates. This statutory and regulatory framework includes legal 
mandates concerning relations with clients, conduct in the court, relations with 
opposing parties, and interactions with other relevant third parties such as witness-
es and potential clients. Despite drastic changes in the legal marketplace, this statu-
tory and regulatory framework has remained relatively unchanged for several 
decades and positive modification of this Bar Council Order in accordance with the 
demand of contemporary circumstances is highly required.
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 Though most of the people in Bangladesh like to define lawyers as obstruc-
tionists, as protectors of murderers but in reality, lawyers are a kind of glue that 
helps people in their need. Without lawyers and law, anarchy will prevail every-
where. Lawyers belong to the people by birth and interest, and to the nobility by 
habit and taste; they may be looked upon as the connecting link of conflicting 
parties. 

 True professional values backed by stronger ethical and moral footings, will 
eventually make the lawyers of Bangladesh competent to meet the challenges of the 
digital era. As to the essentials of a good lawyer, Joseph T. Karcher, a New Jersey 
Lawyer, maintained “I have some very definite convictions; he should have a keen 
sense of right and wrong and a firm belief in basic moral values. I would hate to 
trust the welfare or protection of the life or property of any of my clients to a lawyer 
who had no respect for moral values, or one who had a callous indifference as to 
what was basically right and wrong.”8   

 At the same time, the lawyers, their clients and all other stakeholders need 
to act in more responsible ways based on mutual respect. It is worthy of mentioning: 
“At the most pragmatic level, lawyers are society's professional problem solvers. 
Lawyers are called upon to make distinctions, to explain how and why cases or 
experiences are alike or different. Lawyers are expected to restore equilibrium, to be 
balancers. Every discipline, every profession, every job, and every calling has a 
cutting edge. At that cutting edge, lines are drawn. Lawyers and judges are society's 
ultimate line drawers. On one side of the line, the conduct, action, or inaction is 
proper; on the other side of the line, it is not.”9

4.1.2 Dishonesty of Lawyers and Using Hired Guns

 There is a popular belief “a lawyer with his briefcase can steal more than a 
hundred men with guns.”10 Not only in Bangladesh but also in all over the world 
people like to believe that lawyers are, by nature, dishonest. But in fact it is a mere 
popular belief and Abraham Lincoln has rightly observed- “There is a vague popu-
lar belief that lawyers are necessarily dishonest. I say vague, because when we 
consider to what extent confidence and honor are reposed in and conferred upon 
lawyers by the people, it appears improbable that their impression of dishonesty is 
very distinct and vivid. Yet the impression is common, almost universal. Let no 
young man choosing the law for a calling for a moment yield to the popular belief. 
Resolve to be honest at all events; and if in your own judgment you cannot be an 
honest lawyer, resolve to be honest without being a lawyer. Choose some other 
occupation, rather than one in the choosing of which you do, in advance, consent to 
be a knave.”11    
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 The common believe about the lawyers are very horrifying in Bangladesh. 
A large number of people who have visited the court even for a single time in their 
lifetime deeply believe, “Lawyers are men who will swear black is white, if they are 
paid for it.”12 But the logical question that the people over look that the clients pay 
the lawyers to win a particular case by hook and crook. A number of investigations 
have made it very clear that many dishonest clients use the lawyers as shield to hide 
their offences and corruption. In Bangladesh, dishonesty is not the sole property of 
a specific profession. In fact, in almost all the sectors there are both honest and 
dishonest professionals. It is not wise at all to blame the legal fraternity indiscrimi-
nately for dishonesty.

 The view that the lawyers are dishonest is robustly opposed by a number of 
famous sayings, “Lawyers have a way of seeing that sets them apart from the rest of 
us. Moreover, lawyers like to show no emotion, and possess a particular disdain for 
the emotions that are found in others, which has the quality of making them seem 
inhuman.”13  

 The concept of honesty and justice are not absolute and the lawyers have 
their own strong logics as Alan Dershowitz put- “Law is an imperfect profession in 
which success can rarely be achieved without some sacrifice of principle.”14  Howev-
er, in reality, most of the lawyers in Bangladesh believe that lawyers are dishonest 
is a subjective analysis. They also believe if someone objectively analysis the profes-
sion of lawyers in that time it will be evident that the lawyers are less dishonest than 
the members of other professional fraternity are. There is another famous saying 
regarding this “It is in the habits of lawyers that every accusation appears insuffi-
cient if they do not exaggerate it even to calumny; it is thus that justice itself loses its 
sanctity and its respect amongst men.”15  

 But lawyers of Bangladesh, seem not to bother much regarding the disre-
spect of the mass people and they believe that the reason behind their reputation as 
dishonest is merely some beating in the bush. At the same time, some of the lawyers 
argue that one of the reasons lawyers have developed the ill reputation of dishones-
ty is that their professional ethics require them to go to extreme lengths to defend 
even the most reprehensible characters in society. They also believe that their 
common behaviour has received broad exposure since the advancement of modern 
technologies, e.g. cell phones, websites, daily newspapers, online journals, online 
web portals etc. More often, even in less astounding appearances, clients have occa-
sionally discovered that the fellow lawyers are trying to cast each other as liars, 
opportunists, and worse. But because it’s part of the standard operating procedure, 
it doesn’t tell us much about them as individuals. So whenever any layman is going 
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to level ethical criticism and press for change regarding the dishonesty of the 
lawyers, in that time, eventually, it makes more sense to target the principles of the 
legal profession itself, not the behaviour of lawyers.

 In Bangladesh, lawyers never think they are dishonest. They have their own 
version of honesty though it is ironically observed, “A lawyer is a gentleman that 
rescues your estate from your enemies and then keeps it to him.”16  Paradoxically, it 
is also impliedly addressed in the famous saying” “I didn’t really mean that all 
lawyers are dishonest. Just that all the honest ones are poor.”17  The declining accep-
tance of legal profession will ultimately hurt the lawyers most. Lawyers as a 
community in Bangladesh should aware of the requirements and genuine value this 
profession. The ethical paths the lawyers of Bangladesh choose, eventually, define 
their professionalism that may be very demanding and necessary for people of all 
occupations.

 We strongly argue that morality, as a twin system of law, is the ultimate 
discipline dealing with what are good and bad. Lawyers need to give more empha-
sis to the moral duties and obligations are the touchstone of our lives which help us 
to raise our actions above the minimum standards of human decency. At the same 
time no one can deny that “Most of the dishonest lawyers are the product of dishon-
est clients-the demand creates the supply.”18  

 However, above all, the duty of the advocates of Bangladesh is to uphold 
their dignity and at the same time, they are to be well aware of the fact, whenever 
their lifestyle will meet morality, they will be able to pause for a fresh breath of reali-
ty and only then, they might be redeemed from the accusation of dishonesty. “Why 
do you think lawyers, as a group, have such a universal reputation for dishonesty? 
Could it be because the group has a disproportionate number of dishonest mem-
bers?”19 The legal profession has been dealing with a residual, often mumbling 
absence of respect from many non-professionals. In this regards, the lawyers in 
Bangladesh need to inquire into whether the legal profession as a whole is doing all 
that it should for clients who have been victimized by an unprincipled lawyers. 

4.1.3 Lying and lawyers  

 In Bangladesh, a very common accusation labelled against the lawyers is 
that they are the brand ambassador of lies. There is a legal jargon regarding the 
lying of the lawyers “The good liars also make good lawyers.”20  It is really an accu-
sation against the lawyers that can be substantiated easily. It is true that most people 
only need a lawyer when they are in trouble, or when they are dealing with unpleas-
ant subjects like estate planning.  The important point is that people do not need to 
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deal with lawyers when everything is going in the correct pathway. People only 
need lawyers when they have a complicated, often poignant problem that they 
cannot fix by themselves.  

 Like gravediggers in Bangladesh, people certainly not invite lawyers on 
their fine days.  People like to blame some of the lawyers for lying, but ironically, 
they often overlook their grave lies.  “Lawyers are like priests; people come to them 
and disburden themselves of their troubles, and get consolation, if they pay well for 
it; but there is one point in which they don't treat them like priests; they don't 
confess all their sins; they suppress them, and often get themselves and their coun-
sel into a scrape by it, that's a fact.”21   

 Indisputably, men are by born selfish and most people operate out of 
self-interest to a certain degree. But currently, in Bangladesh, the justice sector is 
largely vulnerable to the dangers of self-interest, selfishness and nepotism. The 
adversarial nature of the legal system of Bangladesh leads people to the advocates 
when both sides acts like they are right and at the same time they believe that “Law-
yers are merchants of misery.”22  

 Some advocates are unlikely to judge the damage that immoral practices 
can cause to contrasting parties, the justice system or the social order in general. 
Advocate’s focus merely on the interests of clients and  own financial gain is unlike-
ly to make an impact for the greater good in the legal professional. Similarly, some 
Lawyers often forget that results within the justice system should be the product of 
the facts and the law and of course not by fabricated means. 

 The role of a lawyer is to provide with legal counsels and representations, 
and to give clients a rational assessment of their situations. Law and legal language 
are often complex and do not always make sense to the clients.  But such clients 
often instigate with impractical expectations to the lawyers. Some clients like to nag 
to the lawyers that their case is just right, the lawyer should be able to force the other 
side to deal right away.  Our justice system is not perfect, sometimes slow beyond 
our imagination, and more expensive than anticipation. 

 In Bangladesh, our justice system is not collaborative and the first duty of a 
lawyer is to do everything ethical within his power to make sure that his clients get 
a good outcome; it is not the profession of a lawyer to work with his adversaries to 
work out what is "fair" or "right."  In fact, in almost every profession there are 
professional liars. A few lawyers need to lie and contrary to popular belief, most 
lawyers do not lie, either.  Lawyers absolutely present their clients' case in the best 
possible light, and their opponents' in the worst.  Many individuals, especially those 
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on the losing end of a case, view this as incorrect or unjust and very often they want 
to accuse the lawyers as lairs at first. Ironically, those win a case they think that their 
cases have had merits and they would have won it without the help of any lawyers.

 Some other issues have helped greatly to gear up this common popular 
misconception, e.g., lawyers speak unfamiliar languages, packed with incompre-
hensible Latin stipulations and primordial concepts, and most do not bother to 
explain them very well to their clients.  

 There is another misapprehension that what the lawyers do for a living is a 
lie, and that the best lawyers lie as easily as they breathe.  This might not even true 
on many occasions.

 Every lawyer all over the world has three primary obligations to follow: 
firstly, they must keep their clients' confidences; secondly, they must zealously 
advocate for their clients' interests; and thirdly, they must conduct themselves as 
officers of the courts in which they practice.  This third obligation acts as a check 
against bad temptations that might be brought on by the first two obligations:  
lawyers risk censure, suspension, or even being disbarred if they lie in court, suborn 
perjury, hide or manufacture evidence, etc.  While there are always a few bad apples 
in any profession and bad apples need to be removed quickly, otherwise they will 
spoil others.

 People often accuse lawyers of lying because they are advocates, i.e., they 
are constantly working for the benefit of their clients.23 To some extent, some people 
seem to believe that lawyers will be nonaligned agents who will try to find out “the 
truth" and bring a dispute to an objectively "correct" resolution. Undoubtedly, this 
is not the duty of the lawyers. The duty of the lawyers as professional is to advocate 
for their clients. The legal world leans to be a gossipy place, and people who lie or 
cut corners quickly gain a bad reputation even lawyers have no respect for fellow 
dishonest lawyers. 

 Dishonest lawyers, most of the time, face difficult situation working with 
others, because people hardly trusts them, and business is also difficult, since few 
lawyers are going to refer cases to people they do not trust and respect. Conversely, 
lawyers themselves make them convinced “If there were no bad people there would 
be no good lawyers.”24 

 The most common phrase “lawyers are liars”25 has become a weary and 
stale phrase which is commonly used by people against the lawyers to disrespect 
them. “The public attitude towards lawyers is both unfortunate and understand
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able. “All lawyers are liars’ is a very old adage. We are thought to be capable of 
being purchased, willing to say anything and to espouse any cause provided the 
price is right. The layman also thinks the law is far too complicated and for that he 
blames the lawyers…The layman resents and mistrusts us and it is not difficult to 
sympathize with him…”26  

 All over the world lying of lawyers is considered to be a higher quality as 
pointed by Yevgeny Zamyatin: “Don't forget that we lawyers, we're a higher breed 
of intellect, and so it's our privilege to lie. It's as clear as day. Animals can't even 
imagine lying: if you were to find yourself among some wild islanders, they too 
would only speak the truth until they learned about European culture.”27  

 Though these legal jargons related with lawyers and lying are overused 
phrases and pigeonholes, the public’s perception is grounded on a certain degree of 
truth. In this regard, the advocates should have the endeavour to change public the 
perception as it they will be the sole beneficiary of their good reputations. However, 
this will require doing more than maintaining the status quo. 

 There is no scope for the lawyers to overlook and forget that honesty is a 
core value of the legal profession. The conduct of legal practice should be based on 
the trust building in the system. At the same time, clients should get this message 
that advocates are not mere tools of the clients to get everything done as they desire. 
Lawyers are moral actors who have a duty to care towards the courts, the opposing 
counsel, themselves, and the nation as well as the clients. Most importantly, people 
must see the justice system working. Reciprocal respect among the lawyers, judges 
and the clients will eventually help to uphold the minimum requirement of justice.

4.1.4 Lawyers and Expenses 

 “No matter who starts the fight, both lawyers win, and both clients lose.”28   
The mass people of Bangladesh believe this legal jargon as true for a number of 
reasons. The billing of the lawyers in Bangladesh is often very difficult to under-
stand, and the billable usually produce strange results. Being an efficient lawyer 
usually requires a competitive spirit and a willingness to work hard but most  of the 
time , this comes with a vigorous ego and many lawyers think that they are extraor-
dinary species, and behave derisively towards clients and their arrogance towards 
the clients is horrendous. The outrageous attitude of the lawyers in Bangladesh has 
contributed largely to think that they are very unaccountable and above the laws. 

 The law suits in Bangladesh are very expensive and some of the lawyers 
think that their clients are their perpetual source of income and we can find out the 
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reflection of this mental setup in a number of legal jargons like “A lawsuit is a 
fruit-tree planted in a lawyer's garden.”29 and “In law, nothing is certain but the 
expense.”30     

 Huge amount of money is concerned in the legal professions in Bangladesh.  
Many law firms spend hundreds of thousands per month to maintain their official 
decorum and attraction. Even a very simple criminal defense can cost exorbitant 
amount of money.  Even if the lawyer is ethical and in fact, the vast majority are, and 
does a good job, clients are almost never happy about costs, especially since they 
never planned to spend that money in the first place. The worthy point, of course, is 
most lawyers do not work on contingency, and so even if a lawyer fails to meet a 
client's goals, absent malpractice, they still are paid.

 The very famous legal jargon “The ablest lawyers are always associated 
with the biggest fees” does not seem to be baseless, especially, for Bangladesh. One 
of the pressures that legal profession in Bangladesh faces is unreasonable cash flow. 
Some clients, in fact, most of the clients, believe that the expensive lawyers are good 
lawyers and some lawyers are expensive because they are good. In Bangladesh, 
practical court room experiences reveal that some senior lawyers charge one 
hundred thousand taka for a simple hearing of twenty minutes. Cash flow is a 
business’s ability to access money when it needs the money. 

 There have been some complaints against some lawyers who compromise 
their clients’ cases because the other party has offered these lawyers more money. 
This is unfortunate as such lawyers compromise their practice of law to keep the 
corrupt system running effectively. This trends display the absence of advocates 
who will place professionalism and the duty owed to their client above the prospect 
of financial gain. In a famous Spanish legal jargon, the lawyers are pictured as 
spider and their clients as flies. In court areas of  Bangladesh, particularly in the 
judge courts the attitude of some lawyers are really like this Spanish legal jargon “A 
lawyer, that entangles all men's honesties and lives like a spider in a cobweb 
lurking, and catching at all flies that pass his pitfalls.”31  

 The observation of one of the best world famous writers also supports this 
view “Lawyers are shy of meddling with the Law on their own account: knowing it 
to be an edged tool of uncertain application, very expensive in the working, and 
rather remarkable for its properties of close shaving than for its always shaving the 
right person.”32 The clients rarely believe their lawyers in bill management and they 
strongly believe that lawyers are very mysterious in preparing a bill, “Lawyers are 
like catfish. A nibble here, a nibble there ... before you know it the principal's gone, 
you've got a pile of bills, and not much else.”33  “I think we may class the lawyer in 
the natural history of monsters.”34 
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 Lawyers in Bangladesh are pulled in various directions by a diverse cast of 
characters. The client wants to win, but does not want to spend much money to win 
the case. The client believes that the lawyer's fees are outrageous and pays the fees 
sporadically and only after much complaining. “The opposing lawyer's sworn duty 
is to assail the lawyer in every way possible, make the lawyer look foolish, deride 
his every statement, and run him out of town on a rail if possible. The judge has no 
patience with the lawyer, sets impossible deadlines and demands consistent 
obeisance. Back at the office, the lawyer faces all of the challenges of running a 
business.”35  

 The lawyers of Bangladesh believe that they do not fit with a number of 
famous legal jargons related with expenses, e.g.  “When the monetary damages are 
smaller, lawyers will find themselves less zealous in their pursuit of what they call 
justice,”36  or, “Lawyers are like wine--you can pay a lot of money for a fancy bottle 
that tastes like vinegar, or you can find a good deal that fits your budget and your 
palate alike.”37 

 Lawyers have a singular value proposition regarding their high charge. 
They take care of legal problems for their clients. In Bangladesh, when lawyers signs 
vokalatnama, the problem of the clients’ become the problem of the lawyers’. Law-
yers’ clients go home and sleep soundly for the first time in weeks or months and 
the lawyers go home and think about the legal issues all evening and again at night 
many lawyers dream about client’s case. The practical experiences of the authors of 
this article have witnessed that when the lawyers are in any social gathering with 
their family and kids, they check their email in case they get something from oppos-
ing lawyers or the clients. Most of the time lawyers talk about hearings and deposi-
tions. Yet they are most hated professionals in Bangladesh.

 Money matters are important matters in legal practice. Advocates must be 
circumspect and beyond reproach in the way they handle financial matters. Advo-
cates of Bangladesh need be guided by their fiduciary duty to clients and their status 
as professionals and officers of the court. While advocates are entitled to make a 
living, advocates must be concerned with more than making money in order to 
meet their special obligations to clients, courts and society.

4.1.5 Lawyers and the common distrust of people 

 The view of the legal jargons and proverbs disclose the long held distrust of 
the common people. The dangers of becoming involved in lawsuits, the expense, the 
interminable progress of litigation, the uncertainty of justice-on all these points his 
instinct has been to steer clear. Similar lines- and equally unflattering- from the 
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picture of the lawyer in proverbial lore can be found in a number of popular prov-
erbs. The common tendency of disliking also has a proverbial shape “Love all men- 
but not lawyers.”38   

 Lawyers never loss anything in any suits whether they are winning or 
losing any particular suit and in fact it has shaped the common distrust of the mass 
people against the lawyers “It does seem asinine to tolerate a system under which 
the lawyers always win, whether heads or tails come up.”39  

 Lawyers are sardonically distrusted in a number of legal jargons all over the 
world, e.g. “We all are honorable men where, we do not have to give assurances as 
if we were lawyers.”40 Again, a number of legal jargons indicate the common 
distrust of mass people towards the lawyers, e.g. “The trouble with law is lawyers”. 
People only want to consult with a lawyer when they have got no other option and 
similar indication can be found in a famous Italian proverb “A bad agreement is 
better than a good lawsuit.”41 Likewise, another famous legal proverb reaffirm the 
basis of common distrust of mass people “It is better to be a mouse in a cat's mouth 
than a man in a lawyer's hands.”42   

 In Bangladesh, people distrust lawyers so gravely that they do not expect 
lawyers as their neighbours and they seem to believe the famous quotation that “A 
good lawyer, an evil neighbour.”43 People usually do not believe that lawyers are 
very reliable persons in terms of financial dealings that is reflected from “Preachers 
purge the conscience, doctors the body, lawyers the purse.”44 There is apparently a 
funny observation regarding the lawyers in Europe and the USA. Many people in 
Bangladesh also believe this funny observation which indicates one of the truest 
natures of the lawyers- “2 +2 = 4 book says that, 2 +2 = 4 teacher teaches that, 2 +2 = 
4 everyone says that, 2 +2 = 5 Politician makes this happen , 2 +2 =? Lawyers always 
ask, what do you want this to be?”45 

 There are some popular and strong belief among the common people of 
Bangladesh that any settlement proposed by any lawyer. The very general concep-
tion that any kind of settlement is better than a good judgment achieved by the help 
of any lawyer simply indicates the deep rooted distrust of mass people and it  is 
expressed in a variety of ways, “An ill agreement is better than a good judgment,”; 
“A sorrow agreement is better than a good suit in law”;46 “Better is a lean agreement 
then a fat sentence,” and “ A lean arbitration is better than a flat judgment.”47  

 The practical survey of the authors has discovered a fascinating truth that 
most of the clients in Bangladesh believe that a clever client pay less than a fool 
client and a famous legal saying also reaffirms the findings, “Lawyers’ houses are 
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built on the heads of fools”.48 At the same time, clients also believe that the more 
helpless a client is the more the fees he needs to pay. Some lawyers dislike their 
clients and the practical survey has revealed that there are a lot of clients who play 
tricky games with the lawyers whenever the question of payment comes forward. 

 Again, there are a good number of clients who usually do not keep their 
commitments with the lawyers regarding the proper timing of payment.  Lawyers 
do not tolerate the late payment of fees as “Lawyers’ gowns are lined with the 
wilfulness of their clients.”49 There are also some clients who want legal assistant 
from the lawyers but they are never ready to pay the consultancy fees. “Agree, for 
the law is costly”50 and in fact, this is possibly the best recognized of these types of 
widespread sayings that indicate people in general have developed distrust in the 
lawyers.

 The clients of the lawyers in our country appear to believe that lawyers 
never want speedy trail of any suits and they always try to maximize the fees. Some 
famous lawyers have tried to sort out the cause of this distrust ”A lawyer starts life 
giving five hundred dollars’ worth of law for five dollars and ends giving five 
dollars’ worth for five hundred dollar.”51 A seventeenth century legal jargon ironi-
cally noticed the same thing, “It is pitie to part three things- the lawyer and his 
client, the physician and his patient and a pot of good ale and a toast.”52 

 A number of proverbial sayings are expressive of the fact that “A lawyer’s 
opinion is worth nothing unless paid for.”53 The view of the law reflected in prov-
erbs reveals the distrust of legal matters which the common man has long held. The 
dangers of becoming involved in lawsuits, the expense, the interminable progress of 
litigation, the uncertainty of justice-on all these points his instinct has been to steer 
clear. They are distrusted in a number of ways and a lot of people believe that 
lawyers hardly possess self respect and this encourages the distrust “Lawyers are 
like rhinoceroses: thick skinned, short-sighted, and always ready to charge.”54 

 Another negative legal jargon clearly demonstrates the same common 
distrust regarding the lawyers that “It is the business of a lawyer to find a hole to 
creep out of any law that is in his way; and if there is no hole, to make one.”55   

In Bangladesh, specialized professionals are not trusted largely. People like to judge 
that the institutional system in Bangladesh is highly subjugated by expert profes-
sionals and at the same time they also believe that instead of helping the mass 
people, the experts make them the victim. It is also believed that among those 
experts by whom people are often victimized, the most notable are lawyers. 
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 There is also a noteworthy statement regarding this “...lawyers who will 
proceed to represent you by words that are often not in fact yours, who will utter in 
your name documents that it would never have occurred to you to utter, and you 
will behave ostensibly on your behalf in ways that may well be repugnant to you, so 
guiding you through processes whose complexity seems to have as a central func-
tion to make it impossible for plain persons to do without lawyers...”56 

 The clients of lawyers’ think that the lawyers are unreasonable and most of 
the time they are aggressive, “In the popular mind, lawyers are typically associated 
with litigation, i.e., fights through the courts. For most people litigation in the courts 
is a traumatic and inordinately costly experience where lawyers are at their most 
ferocious and partisan. Where the litigation system is abusive and the lawyers 
unreasonably aggressive, litigation gives lawyers a bad name.”57

 But the lawyers of Bangladesh most of the time do not support the proposi-
tion that they are distrusted, rather, in most of the cases, the lawyers find to be 
self-satisfied professionals who have got their own versions of self-satisfaction and 
they get their inspiration from distinct famous sayings, “…during the twenty years 
of my practice as a lawyer was occupied in bringing about private compromises of 
hundreds of cases. I lost nothing thereby, not even money, certainly not my soul...”58 

4.1.6 Lawyers and greediness 

 A grave and extensive grievance about the lawyers in Bangladesh is the 
allegation that they are motivated by greed.  Almost all the clients of the lawyers , as 
practising lawyers it is our practical experience, have agreed with the following 
statements: "lawyers are greedy", "lawyers make too much money", "lawyers charge 
excessive fees", and "lawyers are more interested in making money than in serving 
their clients". 

 These days, the accusation against lawyers in Bangladesh is more serious 
and stakeholders of lawyers commonly assert that lawyers cheat their clients by 
hiding the reasons fees are imposed and charging for services that have never been 
provided. Serious examination of the charge is overdue. If lawyers frequently swin-
dle clients, a pressing ethical problem exists that bar authorities, the police, and 
criminal prosecutors have to confront and eliminate. Further, the public's concerns 
affect the business of law; the presumed cost of representation is the principal 
reason many people of Bangladesh avoid seeking legal help from lawyers. 

 Recently, it is observed that many young lawyers are very much frustrated 
because of this and a large number of youngsters are thinking to change their 
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profession. After the glorious liberation of Bangladesh, complaints about lawyers 
have also grown more strident. In fact, people of Bangladesh who have visited the 
courts once in their lifetime as clients aggrievedly asserts that lawyers have subju-
gated the augment in demand for their services by taking on more and more avari-
cious practices such as fess estimating, overbilling, and belligerent collection strate-
gies. 
In reality, some clients and the stakeholders think that there are a good number of 
lawyers who are careful in charging their bills and they are logical and reasonable 
in billing their fees. There are also a very few lawyers who often provide free legal 
services for which they do not bill and typically avoid overbearing collection prac-
tices. 

 Especially, in Indian Sub-Continent it is a common belief that the lawyers 
are very greedy people, “The hands of a lawyer are always in someone's pocket.”59   
Even in North American context the lawyers are treated as greedy which is almost 
similar to the general perception of mass people of Bangladesh, “A lawyer looks at 
you with one eye, but he looks at your pocket with two.”60 The European concept is 
not very different in this regard, “A lawsuit is a fruit-tree planted in a lawyer's 
garden;”61 “God grant that disputes may arise that I may live.”62 

 But general people like to over look the fact that by instinct humans are 
greedy and today’s civilization has picked up capitalism as its favourite religion and 
it is rightly stated that greed is the first and the foremost striking force of human 
nature.  But people always put fingers towards the lawyers ignoring that they are 
greedy as well. 

 Practical experiences indicate the fact that the mass people of Bangladesh 
think that lawyers are the worst in terms of greediness. Ironically, a number of 
famous saying has supported the view of common people, “A lawyer looks at you 
with one eye, but he looks at your pocket with two;”63 “People who are striving to 
become lawyers aren't usually doing it because they have a keen interest in law, nor 
do they care about helping people. To a lawyer, those things are usually not even 
secondary.... The primary concern for most lawyers centres around how to extract 
as much money as possible from the client. The more the merrier.”64 

People in Bangladesh distrust lawyers because they believe lawyers are cunning. In 
fact, this is a common belief in all over the world that the lawyers are distrusted 
because of their tricky nature, “Lawyers are like foxes, small and innocuous, but all 
the time stealthily sniffing the air.”65 
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 However, lawyers do not agree with the assertion that the lawyers are 
gluttonous. Lawyers have their own version of explanation and they rather believe 
in the theory of cause and effect. We all know greediness is a well-built longing for 
attaining more than we need. The need of the lawyers is defined by themselves. 
Many lawyers believe success is measured by number of clients and fees and the 
same time they also think that if they had no hunger for success in their profession 
then they would have lived like any prehistoric tribe. Some lawyers think that they 
should take any cases and they can make some  readymade remedies for all the 
situations and they only think of financial benefits. In the end, many of the lawyers 
suffer the most and they ruin the image of legal profession. 

 The paradox and irony in Bangladesh is that the lawyers never give any 
receipt to their clients except a few number of corporate matters and in fact, clients  
are also not habituated to demand this. This is quite unconventional comparing to 
those of well legally developed countries. Sometimes, it appears that the legal 
profession in Bangladesh is yet in the mother’s womb as premature foetus and it is 
alarming for the whole fraternity of lawyers in Bangladesh. The lawyers community 
of Bangladesh most of the time forget that the clients are both the source of financial 
remuneration in private practice and the primary source of ethics complaints. Prop-
erly managed client relationships are crucial to success in legal practice.

4.1.7 Uncertainty of Justice and the role of lawyers 

 There are a number of legal jargons which indicate the role of lawyers and 
the judges concerning the uncertainty of justice. The most frequent and accepted are 
those which mention on the uncertainty of justice, the double standard characteris-
tics of the lawyers and judges, “He whose father is judge goes safe to his trial.”66  In 
fact, nowadays, most of the people of Bangladesh, also believe the same thing that 
some judges are partial to a greater extent. “A lawyer may be hired to fight for 
anybody.”67 “Show me the man and I will show you the Law”68 expresses the same 
idea.  The people of Bangladesh often quote a statement “There are as many as laws 
in Bangladesh as the stars in the sky.”69 Interestingly similar kind of quotation is 
uttered in most of the countries, “You may have much law on your side, but little 
equity.”70

 The lawyers are considered to create artificial obstacle to hinder the speedy 
delivery of justice. Most of the clients in Bangladesh believe that lawyers always try   
to prolong every suit as lawyers are the ultimate beneficiary of any suit. A famous 
legal jargon also agrees with the thinking of the mass people of Bangladesh, “There 
is a certain class of men, in short, we know by the name of lawyers, whom we find 
swarming in every hole and corner of society.... Their business is with statutes, 
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dictates, decisions, and authority. They go on emptying volume after volume, of all 
their heterogeneous contents, till they become so laden with other men's thoughts, 
as scarce to have any of their own. Seldom do their sad eyes look beyond the musty 
walls of authority, in which their souls are all perpetually immured.”71  

 In this modern time, law changes very swiftly and this changing character-
istics is another major challenges for the delivery of justice “The law is not the same 
at morning and in night”72 is another legal jargon which shows that the certainty of 
law and justice is very uncertain. The common perception is that the lawyers are 
solely responsible for all the changing characteristics,”Whenever you wish to do 
anything against the law, Cicely, always consult a good solicitor first,”73 is another 
notable legal jargon which shows that the certainty of law and justice is very uncer-
tain and again the common perception is that the lawyers are solely responsible for 
all of this. In another notable legal saying, it is impliedly attributed that the lawyers 
are to blame for the uncertainty of justice and the lawyers’ clients in Bangladesh 
gladly agree with this proposition, “Lawyers are like painters--once they get into a 
house, you never know when you will get rid of them again.”74 

 Though a good number of legal jargons charge the lawyers for the uncer-
tainty of justice yet the main focal point is, the lawyers enlightened with proper 
professionalism can gear up the litigation process significantly, “I'm a lawyer. I go 
for due process; I go for fairness and equity - these values mean a lot to me.”75 In a 
different illustrious quotation we can find out the exact role of the lawyers regard-
ing justice, “Law is no trade, briefs no merchandise. An advocate being an officer of 
the court has a duty to ensure smooth functioning of the court. He has to revive the 
person in distress and cannot exploit the helplessness of innocent litigants. A wilful 
and callous disregard for the interests to the client may in a proper case be character-
ised as conduct unbefitting an advocate."76 

 Lawyers contribute greatly to the civilization’s amity and safety. The influ-
ence lawyers consist in their expertise to redress the stability between the criminals 
who wield power and the victims who suffer at their hands. There is no room for 
doubt lawyers with the truest professional and ethical values are the ultimate 
weapon that the weak have against the strong. 

 Undeniably, when the lawyers treat their clients equally and fairly, when 
the law sets one standard for everyone; in that time it provides justice for all. The 
great Greek philosopher Aristotle once said: “law is order, and good law is good 
order”.77 But without the proper role of the lawyers, law is nearly meaningless. 
Proper application of law and order can only be brought about by good lawyers. 
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There is no room for any doubt for anyone that justice is not a pick and choose 
system. To be effective, to be just, and to have a lasting impact, justice has to be 
guided solely by the law and in this regard the duties of the lawyers are not only 
vital but supreme. “Law is a shield for the powerless, not a club for the powerful.”78  
Lawyers are the only persons who are supposed to put forward an all out effort to 
ensure the swift delivery of justice. 

4.1.8 Lawyers and ignorance

 In Bangladesh, people often say that the best job for an unqualified person 
is to be a lawyer. It is also believed that if someone is unable to make a good future 
in any place, at that time he or she should try to be a lawyer.  Masses of Bangladesh 
also quote that lawyers are not better than an empty vessel that sounds more but 
does not work at all. A notable number of legal jargons also support the view of the 
people of Bangladesh that lawyers are not educated enough and in most of the 
cases, most of the lawyers are less educated people and the only quality a lawyer 
need is to be talkative. Some people believe that Lawyers’ mouth start talking before 
their brain start working.

 Many people of Bangladesh believe that lawyers ask a lot of questions 
because they are unaware of law, “It is the trade of lawyers to question everything, 
yield nothing, and talk by the hour”;79 “Lawyers are doubters, sceptics; not in a bad 
sense. But they never know anything absolutely and utterly without qualifications 
or modifications.”80 

 There is also a huge misconception about the hard language of the lawyers’ 
drafting. People think that lawyers draft in vague language because of their igno-
rance, “The minute you read something that you can't understand, you can almost 
be sure that it was drawn up by a lawyer.”81 Though it is said that ignorance of law 
is no defence, yet people believe that the lawyers’ ignorance of law is overlooked by 
the courts, “Lawyers are the only persons in whom ignorance of the law is not 
punished.”82  

 The very interesting point about the lawyers is their different attitude 
where most people ask questions because they want to know the answer; lawyers 
are skilled never to ask questions unless they already know the answer. This distin-
guishing feather led the masses to have more misconceptions about the lawyers as 
the lawyers think differently apart from the mass people. Another serious allegation 
against the lawyers is they hardly use law because they know very little law,  “It is 
a secret worth knowing, that lawyers rarely go to law”;83 “Never enter into an argu-
ment with a lawyer, for, of necessity, it is time lost; not that lawyers are fools--far 
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from it--but that their intellects are concentrated in the endeavour to make sophist-
ries pass for truths.”84 

 The noteworthy point that people like to overlook, the trade of the lawyers’ 
is completely created on words, “And so long as the lawyers carefully keep to them-
selves the key to what those words mean, the only way the average man can find out 
what is going on is to become a lawyer, or at least to study law, himself. All of which 
makes it very nice -- and very secure -- for the lawyers.”85 

 The inbuilt ambiguities, modus operandi, and procedural irregularities 
lead the mass people believe that lawyers of Bangladesh are more interested in 
paper works, forms, and procedures than they are in the everyday struggle of 
human beings. In fact, the general people want to see the lawyers as councel but not 
as bureaucrats. They want lawyers having possession of legal knowledge but who 
are not mere legal machines. Clients come to lawyers because they are regarded-or 
they regard themselves--as problem solvers. But it so often feels that the problems 
remain unattended to, or worse, that the lawyer's intervention ends up creating 
more problems--not putting out smoke, but instead kindling the flames, or starting 
new fires altogether.

 No group than lawyering communities has a greater responsibility today in 
helping to run national institutions to fulfil the hopes and aspirations of the people. 
In fact, being a man of the law, a lawyer is uniquely placed through training, 
outlook and experience to be a leader of his fellow citizens. American history 
confirms his tremendous contribution--helping draw up the basic documentation of 
our freedom, serving as a leader in local, state and national government, participat-
ing in the affairs of community life. 

4.1.9 Lawyers and the double standard role 

 Clients believe that the lawyers are by nature inherit and keep double 
standard characteristics. There are also a few legal jargons which have backed up 
the common belief that “He is a no good lawyer who cannot two sides at the same 
time”;86 “Lawyers ... have the singular distinction of being able to play the hero and 
villain at the same time. Depending on where you stand in a courthouse.”87 

 Another interesting point that has contributed to this misconception is 
every so often, good quality lawyers make good narrators, the best lawyers can 
convert a simple set of factual state of affairs into a mesmerizing and credible 
description that has the capacity to capture the sympathy and the minds of every-
body in the courtroom.  
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 Lawyers are considered to be very selfish and clients of lawyers in Bangla-
desh deeply believe that this selfishness is another reason of lawyers’ double 
standard role, “While it is widespread knowledge that lawyers are considered by 
some to be selfish, cagey and of questionable integrity, but there are, of course 
exception to this and some lawyer’s integrity is unwavering.”88  

 A number of legal jargons have indicated lawyers’ double standard role, 
e.g. “The lawyers are liberal heroes. Some lawyers have shown us the truth, but at 
the same time there are some lawyers who live in a world blind to it”;89 "The study 
of the law can never be made either so simple or so attractive, as to avoid the neces-
sity of its being a distinct, and somewhat exclusive, profession.”90 

 But the lawyers think that they have different roles and they are confident 
that they are logical having double standard roles, “Since lawyers are thinkers and 
not feelers, and their moral development is locked into the rigidity of maintaining 
law and order, they often come across as impersonal, insensitive, amoral, and not 
particularly human to the clients they serve.”91 Though the lawyers are belittled for 
their double standard role, yet there is no way to ignore the fact, at the most practi-
cal level, lawyers are society's professional crisis solvers. Lawyers are called upon to 
make distinctions, to explain how and why cases or experiences are alike or differ-
ent. 

 To balance among the contrasting group sometimes playing a mere double 
standard role is inevitable and lawyers are expected to restore equilibrium, to be 
balancers and the general thing is that in this disputing society, every discipline, 
every profession, every job, and every calling has a cutting edge. At that cutting 
edge, lines are drawn. The mass people of Bangladesh are to acknowledge the fact 
that lawyers and judges are the ultimate line drawers of our country when the ques-
tion of justice comes. The career in legal profession in Bangladesh is very much 
challenging and on one side of the line of legal profession in Bangladesh, is the 
conduct, action, or inaction is proper; on the other side of the line, it is not. So, the 
proposition that the lawyers are by born tricky people inbuilt with double standard 
characteristics are not correct to all the extent.

5. CONCLUSION 

 Legal jargons are firmly well-grounded and the lawyers cannot deny legal 
jargons as a matter of straightway rumor. At the same time, the lawyers of Bangla-
desh cannot also vilify “…the report of evil things than which nothing is swifter; it 
flourishes by its very activity and gains new strength by its movements; small at 
first through fear, it soon raises itself aloft and sweeps onward along the earth, yet 
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its head reaches the clouds, a huge and horrid monster covered with many feathers: 
and for every plume a sharp eye, for every pinion a biting tongue ,everywhere its 
voices sound, to everything its ears are open.”92 

 In Bangladesh, the pathways ahead of lawyers are connected with huge   
professional   challenges, chances, choices and promises. Serious display of profes-
sionalism by the lawyers will eventually overcome the misconceptions engraved in 
the legal jargons and deep-rooted in the hearts of mass people. 

 At the same time, there is   no doubt, the chances ahead of the lawyers in 
Bangladesh are scattered with mammoth legal, political, social, economical, profes-
sional, moral, most importantly, ethical challenges strewed with major moral dilem-
mas. To get to the destination of that pathway, the lawyers’ fraternity and the 
professional watchdogs e.g. Bangladesh Bar Council, Supreme Court Bar Associa-
tion, and Local Bar Associations need to persistently, conscientiously and cautiously 
mentor and monitor its own members against any infringements of the code of 
professional conduct. All such deficiencies on the part of its membership should be 
nipped   in  the bud without delay, efficiently   and effectually –not only to stem  
individual impunity;  but,  even  more  importantly, to  inspire collective trust and 
confidence in the Profession amongst the clients , judges, and of course, mass people 
of the society. 

 The declining acceptance of the lawyers, in fact, the absence of minimum 
acceptance of the lawyers, calls for the proper modification and application of a new 
Code of Conduct as the present Code of Conduct has been proved not to be suffi-
cient to uphold the dignity of the legal profession in Bangladesh. More importantly, 
the liabilities are on the lawyers to promote moral standards in the legal profession 
and bring back public buoyancy in the legal profession. 

 No doubt, lack of definite and satisfactory professional accountability had 
contributed to the decline of acceptance of the legal profession among the mass 
people in Bangladesh and it did not happen over the night but over the years. If the 
lawyers allow it to go on in that time, the legal profession itself will be proved to be 
a slung to the mass people of Bangladesh. 

 The Bar Council and the Supreme Court of Bangladesh together can supply 
the legal profession’s backbone the blood of ethical elevated ground will is the most 
crying need nowadays to sweep away the misconception against the legal profes-
sions.  Only strong ethical and moral values will be able to bring affluence and supe-
rior status to the Lawyers of Bangladesh.
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 History shows, the lawyers in Indian-Subcontinent as well as in Bangla-
desh, with the truest sense of professionalism have displayed the greatest show of 
dignity and self-respect as they were equipped with humanistic education and the 
inherited judicial and political dignity accompanied by influence. 

 More importantly, lawyers were most of the time the forefront of political 
struggles, intellectual inquiry, they liked to challenge the possible avenue of knowl-
edge, and their endeavour gave greatness not only to them but also to the legal 
profession itself. But at present almost all the lawyers are reluctant to show their 
adherence towards the avenue of knowledge, intelligence, acumen and perfection. 
They are, as many believe, simply too much busy to make their pocket fat. 

 The only avenue to get back the honor and dignity of legal profession is the 
proper and successful adherence to the code of conduct and the code of conduct 
itself must be based on the core values of self-determination, neutrality, integrity, 
propriety, equality, diligence and competence. It is rightly observed in a famous 
saying, “Lawyers must pry into the recesses of the human heart, and become well 
acquainted with the whole moral world, that they may discover the abstract reason 
of all laws.”93  

 At the same time the lawyers may get inspiration from the unique Quranic 
verse which is selected as the best quotation regarding justice and placed at the 
entrance of School of Law of the world famous Harvard University,94 “O ye who 
believe! Stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses to Allah, even as against your-
selves, or your parents, or your kin, and whether it is (against) rich or poor: for Allah 
can best protect both. Follow not the lusts (of your hearts), lest ye swerve, and if ye 
distort (justice) or decline to do justice, verily Allah is well- acquainted with all that 
ye do.”95 
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